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Abstract: Next-generation wireless communication will require increasingly faster data links.
To achieve those higher data rates, the shift towards mmWave frequencies and smaller cell
sizes will play a major role. Radio-over-Fiber has been proposed as a possible architecture to
allow for this shift but is nowadays typically implemented digitally, as CPRI (Common
Public Radio Interface). Centralization will be important to keep next-generation architectures
cost-effective and therefore shared optical amplification at the central office could be
preferable. Unfortunately, limited power handling capabilities of photodetectors still hinder
the shift towards centralized optical amplification. Traveling wave photodetectors (TWPDs)
have been devised to allow for high-linearity, high-speed opto-electronic conversion. In this
paper, an architecture is discussed consisting of such a TWPD implemented on the iSiPP25G
silicon photonics platform. A monolithically integrated star coupler is added in the design to
provide compact power distribution while preserving the high linearity of the TWPD. The
traveling wave structure (using 16 photodetectors) has a measured 3 dB bandwidth of 27.5
GHz and a fairly flat S21 up to 50 GHz (less than 1 dB extra loss). Furthermore, the output
referred third-order intercept point at 28 GHz, is improved from −1.79 dBm for a single Ge
photodiode to 20.98 dBm by adopting the traveling wave design.
© 2018 Optical Society of America under the terms of the OSA Open Access Publishing Agreement

1. Introduction
Future wireless communication links will require increasingly higher data rates to
accommodate next generation applications [1]. Densification of communication cells will
play a major role in the shift towards faster wireless data rates. To keep this technique
economically and ecologically viable, a centralized approach needs to be pursued. A second
key enabler for higher data rates is the usage of different parts of the spectrum. Millimeter
wave (mmWave) frequencies are of great interest since they offer larger bandwidths and they
are significantly less congested. Different schemes have been devised to enable centralization
for mmWave communication. For instance Analog Radio-over-Fiber (ARoF) is a
straightforward implementation where the RF signal is generated at the central office (CO),
modulated on an optical carrier, and subsequently transmitted to the desired remote antenna
unit (RAU) [2]. After transmitting the signal from the CO to the RAU, an opto-electronic
conversion is performed by a photodetector. This RF signal should then be amplified such
that it is sufficiently strong to overcome path losses in the wireless channel between the RAU
and the end user. This is typically done by adding a transimpedance amplifier (TIA) followed
by a power amplifier [3,4]. The aforementioned architecture can be altered to a more
centralized topology by moving the amplifiers to the optical domain, where the amplification
can be done for multiple RAUs at once, resulting in a significant decrease in RAU complexity
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and power consumption. However, the linearity of a high-speed photodetector (PD) is
typically inadequate to allow for high RF output power [5]. Improving the power handling
capabilities of the photodetectors eventually allows for the omission of electrical
amplification in the DL-RAU (downlink RAU, i.e. from central office to mobile end user),
paving the road for passive DL-RAUs [6]. Implementing such high-power-handling
photodiodes on a silicon photonics platform enables the low-cost manufacturing of such
devices in high volume. Moreover, it also allows the integration of other optical functionality
(e.g. an optical beam forming network) on the same circuit. To improve the power handling
capabilities of an integrated high-speed p-i-n photodetector one can opt to use different
materials and detector principles (e.g. III-V uni-travelling carrier photodetectors integrated on
silicon [7–13]) or more complex photodetector configurations. While UTC photodetectors are
often being used as high-power, high-speed photodetectors, they are not CMOS compatible
because of their complex layer stack based on III-V materials (typically InGaAs-InP). To
make optimal use of the aforementioned benefits of silicon photonics, a high-power variant of
the existing Si-integrated Ge PiN photodetector needs to be constructed without altering the
technology stack of the iSiPP25G platform or requiring heterogeneous integration. The
traveling wave photodiode (TWPD) structure is the most popular configuration to realize high
power handling while relying on high-speed p-i-n photodetectors [14]. In this paper, a highpower-handling traveling wave photodetector (TWPD) structure integrated on a silicon
photonics waveguide platform will be discussed. The traveling wave structure (using 16
photodetectors) has a measured 3 dB bandwidth of 27.5 GHz and has a fairly flat S21 up to 50
GHz (less than 1 dB extra loss). Furthermore, the output referred IP3 linearity at 28 GHz is
improved from −1.79 dBm for a single Ge photodiode to 20.98 dBm by adopting a traveling
wave design with dual-fed photodetectors.
2. Ge traveling wave photodetectors on a Si photonics platform
In this work, the iSiPP25G silicon photonics platform of imec is used to realize the traveling
wave photodetector structure. The germanium photodiodes available on the platform have a
responsivity of 0.8 A/W and a bandwidth of more than 50 GHz. However, their power
handling capabilities are limited, as will be discussed below. A clever rearrangement of the
photodetector structure and splitting the power over multiple PDs can significantly increase
the linearity.
2.1 Dual fed photodetectors
While the standard mode of operation for the Ge photodiode on the iSiPP25G platform is to
use a single optical input waveguide, one of the features available in the platform is that the
Ge PDs can be optically fed from two sides. This immediately allows for a linearity
improvement by increasing the optical input power for which compression occurs in the
optoelectronic conversion. By adding a splitter in front of the PD, the linearity can be
improved at the cost of a slight increase in insertion loss (due to the excess loss of the splitter,
which is specified to be below 0.2 dB). This enhanced power handling capability is caused by
the increased portion of the absorption layer that is used for the opto-electronic conversion
[14].
2.2 Increasing the number of photodetectors
Another solution to improve the power handling capability of the optoelectronic conversion is
to increase the number of photodetectors per RAU. The power handled per individual PD
drops proportional with the amount of PDs, enhancing the power limit of the RAU
significantly. However, in the electrical domain the RF signals will need to be recombined
constructively.
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Fig.
F 1. Lumped paarallel PD configurration (PS: Power Splitter, RLoad: Looad Resistor).

Combinin
ng multiple PD
Ds in a lumped
d parallel fashhion, as shownn in Fig. 1, ressults in a
linearity imprrovement but gravely deterriorates the baandwidth of thhe PD becausse of the
increased cap
pacitance formiing a low pass RC filter. Adoopting a travelling wave conffiguration
to recombine the electrical signals
s
originaating from the iindividual PDss allows for higgh-speed,
y opto-electron
nic conversion. The underlyiing idea is thaat the PD paraasitics are
high-linearity
embedded in a transmission line design an
nd therefore do not result in R
RC filtering.
2.3 Proposed traveling wa
ave architectu
ure
In Fig. 2, thee proposed high-power handlling photodeteector architectuure is depictedd together
with a 16-PD implementatio
on in the iSiPP25G silicon phhotonics platforrm. The designn consists
or parts. Firstly
y, a TWPD is used to allow
w for high-lineearity, high-speeed optoof three majo
electronic con
nversion. As diiscussed before, each PD willl be dual fed tto enhance thee linearity
of each Ge PD
P individuallly. Secondly, the goal is too recombine thhe RF signal from the
individual Gee PDs construcctively in the load. This wiill be accompllished by matcching the
optical and ellectrical delay using optical delay lines. Ellectrical signalls originating ffrom PDs
closer to the load
l
experiencce a smaller delay because off a shorter proppagation distannce along
the transmissiion line. Hence, this should be compensatted for in the ooptical domainn to make
sure that thee different po
ortions of thee signal arisiing from the different PD
Ds arrive
simultaneouslly at the load. Lastly, incideent power neeeds to be distriibuted among the PDs.
Typical impleementations usse power splittting trees baseed on multiplee 3 dB splitterss [14]. In
this paper, a monolithically
m
integrated starr coupler is useed instead. This allows for im
mproving
the power haandling capabillities of the paassive waveguuide circuit, whhich is limitedd by twophoton absorp
ption [15]. Thee presence of a star coupler instead of a ppower splittingg tree will
become even
n more imporrtant when th
he number off photodiodes in a traveling wave
photodiode iss increased to further
f
improv
ve the linearity of the optoeleectronic conversion and
eventually enaable a passive DL-RAU.
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Fig. 2.
2 Germanium trav
veling wave phottodetector structurre: (a) schematic; (b) layout of thee
fabriccated device (PS: Power Splitter, To: Optical Delayy, ΔLe: transmisssion line segmentt
length
h).

2.4 Traveling
g wave photo
odiode design and simulatio
on results
In this section, the TWPD will be discussed in greateer detail. The m
main goal of the optonversion is to provide
p
an as large as possiblle power to thee load impedannce RLoad.
electronic con
This load imp
pedance describ
bes the input impedance
i
of tthe antenna. To get an optim
mal power
transfer from the TWPD to the load, threee criteria need to be fulfilledd [14]. Firstly, delays in
nd electrical do
omain should be matched. T
This is done bby adding optiical delay
the optical an
lines, as discu
ussed before. Secondly,
S
the characteristic
c
iimpedance of tthe loaded trannsmission
line should be
b sized in succh a way that no reflectionss occur at thee interface bettween the
TWPD and the
t load. A final
fi
importantt part of the TWPD designn is the preseence of a
termination resistor
r
RTerm at the opposiite side of thhe TWPD. Thhis terminationn absorbs
backwards prropagating wav
ves. If RTerm is omitted, backkwards propagaating waves wiill couple
to the forward
d direction resu
ulting in interfeerence and an aassociated banddwidth reductiion.
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Fig. 3.
3 TWPD model for a single phottodetector-loaded transmission linee segment (a) onee
segmeent; (b) its equivalent model; (c) a lossless equivaalent model; (d) tthe layout of onee
fabriccated segment.

A first steep in the design of the TW
WPD consists oof constructingg a suitable distributed
model for the transmission line
l periodically loaded withh discrete photoodetectors. Thee adopted
model is show
wn in Fig. 3. In the initial sizing, losses were ignored to enable the usage of
simplified dessign formulas. LTL, CTL, RTLL and GTL are the per unit leength parameteers of the
unloaded tran
nsmission line itself while Cj, Rs, Rp and C p are part of thhe photodetecttor model
(Cj is the juncction capacitan
nce, Rs the seriees resistance, aand Rp and Cp ddescribe the cooupling to
the substrate)). The constru
ucted equivaleent model forr the photodeetector is baseed on Sparameter meeasurements, which
w
were perrformed on nom
minally identiccal photodiodees as used
in our travelin
ng wave photod
diode structuree, under a rangge of reverse vooltages. For thee adopted
photodetectorr at a 2V reverrse biasing, thee following meean values for Rs, Cj, Rp andd Cp were
found: Rs ≅ 35
3 Ohm, Cj ≅ 35 fF, Rp ≅ 1250
1
Ohm andd Cp ≅ 100 fF. The simplifieed model
depicted in Fig.
F 3(c) provid
des guidelines [16] for impeedance matchinng and delay matching
and those guid
delines are resp
pectively given
n in Eqs. (1) annd (2).
RTerm = RLoad =

To =

LTLL
CTL + C j / ΔLe

ΔLe ΔLo
=
ve
vo , g

(1)

(2)

The delay maatching criterion
n consists of th
he electrical deelay length ΔLe, the velocity oof the RF
signal ve, the optical delay length ΔLo, an
nd the group veelocity of the ooptical signal vo,g . The
d optical signall can be found from Eqs. (3) and (4).
velocity of thee electrical and
1
= LTL (CTL + C j / Δ Le )
ve

vo , g =

c
c
=
ng 4.26

(3)

(4)
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In Eq. (4), thee constant c deenotes the speeed of light and ng is the groupp index which is 4.26 at
1550 nm for the
t 450 nm wid
de waveguidess used in the deelay line. The T
TWPD was deesigned in
the iSiPP25G platform startiing from Eq. (1), with a targeet load impedaance of 50 Ohm
m. The Ge
photodetectorr used for the designed TWP
PD has a 35 fF junction cappacitance at 2V
V reverse
biasing. Takin
ng into accoun
nt these param
meters and the rrequirements oon minimal traace width
(imposed by design
d
rules an
nd the heating of the traces) and minimal trace spacing (imposed
by design rulees), the coplan
nar waveguide shown in Fig. 3(d) was desiggned (with tracce widths
of 5 μm and
d a gap of 4.2
4 μm) and periodically lloaded with tthe Ge photoddetectors.
Subsequently, the delays were matched by
b designing ann optical delayy line based onn Eq. (2).
For the demonstrated deviice, a 35.4 Ohm
O
characteriistic impedancce of the TW
WPD was
obtained. Th
his number was
w obtained by
b re-simulatiing the devicce with the ffabricated
dimensioning. The deviation
n relative to th
he targeted 50 O
Ohm characterristic impedancce can be
attributed to the
t fact that th
he PD spacing
g ΔLe was choosen too smalll (80 μm instead of the
desired 190 μm).
μ
The design
ned TWPD seg
gment is depiccted in Fig. 3(dd) and the entirre TWPD
is shown in Fiig. 2(b).

Fig. 4.
4 Simulated outpu
ut power in a 50 Ohm
O
load for thee different structurres when each PD
D
indiviidually generates 2 mA peak-to-peak
k current (2V reverrse voltage, 50 Ohhm termination).

The simullated frequency
y dependent beehavior of the different strucctures is given in Fig. 4.
These simulattions are performed with the dimensions addopted in the fa
fabricated devicce (hence
the TWPD has
h a characterristic impedan
nce of 35.4 O
Ohm). Simulatiions on the teerminated
TWPD show that only a 0.8
0 GHz increaase in 3-dB bbandwidth can be expected w
when the
device is adaapted such thaat the correct dimensions aare being usedd. The most iimportant
difference between the fabricated and th
he ideally dimeensioned device is that even for the
terminated TWPD some minor
m
interfereence effects ccan be observ ed when the sizing is
erroneous. Th
his is due to the non-perfeectly matched impedance leevels in the ffabricated
TWPD. When
n a multi-PD structure
s
is useed, the low freequency currennt sunk into thhe load is
expected to scale
s
with the number of PD
Ds and therefoore the available power at thhe load is
following a quadratic
q
scalin
ng with the PD
D count if the ccurrent per phootodetector rem
mains the
same. Since the implemen
nted multi-PD structures coonsist of 16 pphotodetectors, the low
frequency outtput power should increase with 24 dB w
when the curreent per photodetector is
kept constantt. Additionally, since a termiination resistorr absorbs the backwards proopagating
waves in a trransmission lin
ne, a 6 dB drrop at low freqquencies is exxpected when adding a
termination to
o the TWPD. In practice, ho
owever, additiional substratee losses will reeduce the
power gain. These
T
substratee losses are mo
odeled by Rp iin Fig. 3(b) andd its resistancee value is
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found to be cllose to 1250 Oh
hm for the given photodetecttor. For the untterminated TW
WPD, they
reduce the ideeal power gain
n by 4.1 dB, reesulting in 19.99 dB gain com
mpared to the sttandalone
PD. The term
minated TWPD
D only sees 2.1 dB of poweer loss introducced by the preesence of
substrate losses. This resultts in a 15.9 dB
B power gain ccompared to thhe standalone P
PD rather
than the 18 dB
B gain that wo
ould be achieveed in the absennce of any subbstrate losses. S
Secondly,
Fig. 4 indicattes that at high
her frequenciess there is little to no differennce between thhe TWPD
with and witthout termination resistor. This
T
can be aattributed to thhe lossy naturre of the
transmission line attenuatiing back-traveeling reflectioons that interrfere with thee normal
traveling wav
ve operation, consequently
c
resulting
r
in daamped interferrence effects at higher
frequencies. It
I appears that the transmissiion line losses are mainly caaused by the hiigh series
resistance Rs of the photodeetector, which is 35 Ohm forr the used phottodetector struucture and
should be as close
c
to zero as possible for an
a ideal TWPD
D. When this sseries resistor iis omitted
in simulation
ns, interferencee peaks and dips are clearlyy visible evenn at higher frequencies.
Comparing th
he traveling waave configurattions with the parallel configguration, it cann be seen
that the TWPD structure haas the potential to provide a ssignificant impprovement in bandwidth
over the paralllel combinatio
on of the photo
odetectors. Hoowever, this noo longer holds when the
dummy termiination is omittted. Interferen
nce effects betw
ween forward propagating w
waves and
reflected back
kwards propag
gating waves will
w result in a major drop iin bandwidth. A major
drawback how
wever of the presence
p
of a dummy
d
terminnation is that itt inherently results in a
power drop, which
w
appears to
t be a 4 dB drrop as shown inn Fig. 4.

2.5 Star coup
pler
The star coup
pler which waas added to our
o design hass been presentted in [15]. Itt adds an
integrated 16
6-way power splitter to a fiber grating coupler from the iSiPP teechnology
platform. Con
nsequently, thee incoming lig
ght is split imm
mediately overr 16 channels and twophoton absorp
ption resulting in non-linear losses is limitted because thee optical poweer present
in the on-chip
p waveguides is significantly lowered. For tthe implementeed TWPD, the balanced
variant of thee star coupler is being used as
a this providess a power imbbalance of onlyy 1.11 dB
between the different
d
chann
nels. In [15], up
p to 275 mW - or equivalentlly 24.4 dBm - oof optical
input power was
w injected in the star coupleer without signnificant non-linnear losses.

3. Bandwidtth measurem
ments
In this sectio
on, the differrent variants of
o silicon phootonics multi--PD structuress will be
compared in terms
t
of frequeency dependen
nce. The lumpeed parallel com
mbination, giveen in Fig.
1, will be com
mpared with thee traveling wav
ve approach w
which is shown in Fig. 2. For tthe latter,
the effect of omitting the termination
t
resistor will be studied. Meassurement resullts of the
standalone Gee PD are added
d as a referencee.

Fig. 5.
5 Setup used for bandwidth measu
urements (PC: Pollarization Controlller, MZM: Mach-Zehnd
der Modulator, DU
UT: Device Under Test, VNA: Vectoor Network Analyzzer).

The setup
p depicted in Fig. 5 was ussed to perform
m the bandwiddth measurem
ments. All
measurementss were done at a wavelength of 1550 nm. T
The MZM was biased at its quuadrature
point and to compensate
c
forr the frequency
y dependent efffects in the M
MZM, a high-bbandwidth
reference PD was used for calibration.
c
Th
he S21 of the linnk was measurred where the D
DUT was
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replaced with
h this referencee photodetectorr and the frequuency dependeent behavior off this link
is assumed to be determined
d by the transm
mitter. In subseqquent measureements with othher DUTs
this S21 was th
han subtracted from the meassured S21 to finnd the S21 of thee DUT.

Fig. 6. Measured S21 afteer calibrating out th
the MZM responsee.

The differrent devices arre compared in
n Fig. 6. All D
DUTs are reveerse biased wiith −2 V.
Unlike Fig. 4,, the curves aree normalized relative to theirr low frequencyy value to disrregard the
differences in
n coupling lossees from the fib
ber probe to thee DUT, which depends heaviily on the
exact alignmeent. Figure 6 shows
s
the high
h-bandwidth ppotential of thee TWPD struccture with
dummy termiination, while interference no
otches and peaaks are presennt for the TWP
PD where
the terminatio
on resistor is omitted.
o
In thee constructed design the terrmination resisstor has a
nominal resistance of 50 Oh
hm at low volttages and the eeffective resistaance value increases up
to 64.5 Ohm for 2V reversee biasing due to self-heatingg of the resistoor. At high frequencies,
the interference effects beco
ome less prominent, as discuussed in the preevious section.. The fact
remains that omitting the dummy
d
terminaation even redduces the banddwidth comparred to the
straightforwarrd parallel com
mbination of thee 16 PDs. The obtained resullts from Fig. 6 resemble
the simulated
d data from Fiig. 4 well, bu
ut the bandwiddth is slightly less for the m
measured
devices comp
pared to the values obtained in simulattions. This caan be attributeed to an
underestimation of the juncttion capacitancce Cj of the phootodetector.

4. Linearity measurements
In this sectio
on, the linearitty enhancemen
nt obtained frrom adopting a multi-PD soolution is
discussed. Forr all DUTs realized in this wo
ork a 2V reverrse biasing wass used.

4.1 DC linea
arity
The first lineaarity measurem
ment that was performed
p
conccerns the conveersion from CW
W optical
power (at 15
550 nm) to DC
D electrical current by tthe DUT. Thhe setup used for this
measurement is described in
i Fig. 7 and the obtained rresults are proovided in Tablle 1. The
EDFA used in
n this setup is a booster EDFA
A with tunablee output power.
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Fig. 7.
7 Setup used for DC linearity meaasurements (EDFA
A: Erbium Dopedd Fiber Amplifier,,
SMU:: source measure unit).
u

Important to notice wheen observing the
t results dennoted in Tablee 1 is that duaal feeding
indeed provid
des a higher lin
nearity and thaat multi-PD soolutions offer a substantial inncrease in
power handlin
ng capabilities at DC. For thee multi-PD soluutions, lower bboundaries are provided
since these strructures are still linear at maaximum availaable power (appproximately 28 dBm at
the fiber prob
be). The availaable power at the photodetecctors is limitedd however by coupling
losses from the
t fiber prob
be to the outp
put of the on--chip grating ccoupler [15], which is
typically betw
ween 3 and 7 dB
d depending on
o the exact cooupling condittions. Hence, tthe power
coupled to the chip is betw
ween 125 mW and 316 mW. This will givee rise to a phootocurrent
which is typiccally between 100 mA and 253
2 mA (Respoonsivity ≈0.8 A
A/W) and it is expected
that the valuees given in Tab
ble 1 are at thee lower side off this range sinnce manual aliggnment is
used. Additio
onally, the expeected current range
r
does nott take excess loosses into accoount. The
main excess losses
l
present in
i the system are
a on the one hand the opticcal losses caused by the
MMIs needed
d for the dual fed operation (<0.2 dB / M
MMI) and the w
waveguide lossses in the
optical delay lines (approxim
mately 0.26 to
o 0.41 dB for thhe different deelay lengths) annd on the
other hand resistive losses in
i the transmission line (0.055 dB per segmeent). As the cooupling is
not the same for the differeent DUTs due to the alignm
ment of the fibeer probe relatiive to the
grating coupller, it is difficu
ult to make a one-to-one coomparison of tthe DC lineariity of the
multi-PD stru
uctures.
Table 1. 1dB compression
c
curreent (DC).
Imec iSiPP
P25G, Silicon Phottonics
Ge PD, Sinngle fed
Ge PD, D
Dual fed
Lumped parallel configuration,
c
16 G
Ge PDs
TWPD, 16
1 Ge PDs, withouut RTerm
TWPD
D, 16 Ge PDs, witth RTerm

8 mA
13.9 mA
A
> 137.44 mA
> 103 m
mA
> 91.8 m
mA

For the TW
WPD with term
mination resisttor, the output current consissts of two contrributions,
as discussed in Fig. 8 (illu
ustrated using a structure coonsisting of 4 photodetectorss). In the
absence of lig
ght at the inpu
ut of the devicee, the structuree produces an output currentt which is
proportional to the applied
d reverse bias voltage. Secoondly, a curreent proportionnal to the
optical input power is gen
nerated in the photodetectorr (with proporrtionality factoor R, the
responsivity). The former co
ontribution is subtracted
s
from
m the measuredd current to exaamine the
linearity of th
he opto-electron
nic conversion
n. The value prrovided in Tabble 1 only conssiders this
opto-electroniic contribution
n.
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Fig. 8. Current contrributions in a teerminated TWPD
D (Popt: Optical input power; R:
respon
nsivity).

For the 16-PD arrays we
w expect app
proximately a 16-fold increaase in maximuum linear
output curren
nt, namely 222.4 mA. Unlikee for the RF bbehavior, no cooupling to the substrate
occurs becausse of blockagee by the buried
d oxide and hennce no drop coompared to thiis 16-fold
increase is inttroduced by thee Rp. Contrary to the RF meaasurements, thee current was qquantified
with a low-oh
hmic load (a Keithley
K
sourcce meter) and therefore the termination im
mpedance
the ESA is a 550 Ohm load annd hence,
does not sink half the curren
nt. In the RF measurements,
m
for those meaasurements, the presence of the terminatioon impedance does not onlyy alter the
bandwidth bu
ut also the outpu
ut power.

4.2 IP3 measurements
In this section, the RF pow
wer handling will
w be discusssed at 28 GHzz (a frequencyy band of
interest for 5G
5 wireless networks).
n
To
o assess in ddetail the linearity of the multi-PD
photodiodes, IP3 (third ordeer intercept poiint) measuremeents were usedd. In order to m
make sure
that the meassured non-lineaarities are caussed by the DU
UT, the two-waavelength meaasurement
setup discusseed in [17] was implemented. The adopted ssetup can be seeen in Fig. 9. T
This setup
consists of tw
wo transmitterrs working att different wav
avelengths. It is important tthat both
wavelengths are
a far enough from each to make
m
sure that beat notes betw
tween the two ccannot be
received by th
he photodetector. On the otheer hand, the w
wavelengths shoould be close eenough to
the center waavelength (155
50 nm) such th
hat the opticall components (e.g. star couppler) still
work as expeccted. Thereforee, the lasers weere set to send a continuous w
wave signal at 1548 and
1552 nm. Both lasers are afterwards
a
exteernally modulaated with a sinne wave whichh slightly
deviates from
m the desired RF
R frequency.. To this end, the 1548 andd 1552 nm lassers were
respectively modulated
m
with
h a 27.999 GH
Hz and 28.001 GHz sine by a LiNbO3 MZM biased
at its quadratu
ure point and driven at a 34
4 percent moduulation depth. The modulateed signals
coming from both transmittters are subseequently combbined, amplifieed with an ED
DFA and
finally sent to
o the DUT. In the DUT, the two tones willl be generatedd and these wiill in turn
give rise to in
ntermodulation
n products thaat are caused bby the receiverr rather than th
the whole
link. Only thee ESA and DUT will producee third order inntermodulationn products at 277.997 and
28.003 GHz. The optical components might
m
generatee beat products but the tw
wo optical
frequencies are spread by approximately
a
500 GHz (i.e.. a spacing of 4 nm at 1550 nm) and
therefore thosse optical non--linearities willl not distort thhe obtained ressults. The moddulator on
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the other hand can generatee a signal at tw
wice the fundaamental frequeency and this ccan cause
overlapping beat
b
products by mixing wiith the fundam
mental tone off the other traansmitter.
However, since the MZM iss biased at its quadrature poiint, only odd oorder harmoniccs will be
introduced an
nd the output spectrum of the MZM willl be reasonabbly free of evven order
harmonics. This
T
will help to minimize intermodulatiion products caused by the second
harmonic gen
nerated in one MZM and th
he fundamentaal tone generatted in the otheer MZM.
Consequently
y, the third-ord
der intermodulation product of the DUT w
will be more aaccurately
determined [1
17].

Fig. 9.
9 Setup used for IP3 linearity meaasurements (OSA: Optical Spectrum
m Analyzer, ESA::
Electrrical Spectrum Anaalyzer).

Non-lineaarities induced by the ESA and DUT cann be discriminnated by measuuring the
intermodulation products fo
or different atttenuation settinngs of the ESA
A. The receiveer can be
presented as Fig.
F 10.

Fig. 10. IP3 contrributions in the recceiver chain.

The measu
ured OIP3 (ou
utput referred th
hird order interrcept point) off the receiver cchain will
consist of two
o terms as show
wn in Eq. (5) [1
18].
Ae Ai
1
1
+
=
OIP3Rx OIP3DUT OIIP3ESA

(5)

Equation (5) shows
s
that the OIP3 of the DUT
D
can be fouund by making the internal atttenuation
of the ESA su
ufficiently high
h, such that thee term dependiing on the lineaarity of the ES
SA can be
neglected. Th
he results of th
he OIP3 measu
urements (at 288 GHz) are proovided in Tablle 2. One
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can see a 7 dB increase in power handling capabilities when dual feeding the PD.
Additionally, it is clear that multi-PD structures are capable of handling higher powers.
Adding multiple photodetectors in parallel results in RC low pass filtering as discussed
before. Taking into account the frequency dependent current-to-power conversion, displayed
in Fig. 4, of the parallel combination of 16 PDs, an improvement of approximately 9.5 dB
over the dual fed, standalone germanium photodetector is expected. This value agrees
reasonably well to the measured linearity improvement, namely 10.6 dB. For the TWPD with
and without dummy termination improvements of respectively 14.2 dB and 14.6 dB are to be
expected over the standalone, dual fed Ge PD based on Fig. 4. The measured improvements
in linearity are respectively 15.8 dB and 13.2 dB. Simulations indicated that the slightly
higher power handling capabilities at 28 GHz would be achieved without dummy termination
while the measurements show that more power can be obtained by adding the termination
resistor. A possible explanation for the discrepancy is a deviation in the equivalent network of
the Ge PD.
Table 2. Output referred third order intercept points at 28 GHz.
Imec iSiPP25G, Silicon Photonics
Ge PD, Single fed
Ge PD, Dual fed
Lumped parallel configuration, 16 Ge PDs
TWPD, 16 Ge PDs, without RTerm
TWPD, 16 Ge PDs, with RTerm

−1.79 dBm
5.22 dBm
15.83 dBm
18.43 dBm
20.98 dBm

5. Conclusion
Centralization is key in making future wireless network architectures feasible. Typical
implementations of an ARoF link comprise of electrical amplification at the antenna. To push
towards an increase in centralization and therefore a drop in cost and power consumption,
amplification can be done for multiple RAUs simultaneously. Optical amplification at the CO
will however require opto-electronic conversion with high power handling capabilities. In
case of mmWave communication, a traveling wave photodiode with a monolithically
integrated star coupler implemented on a silicon photonics platform is proposed in this paper.
The TWPD combines high linearity with high bandwidth while the star coupler allows for a
compact solution that preserves the high linearity obtained from adopting a multi-PD
architecture. In this paper, a TWPD is described that has a 3 dB bandwidth of 27.5 GHz with
a gentle roll-off off at higher frequencies allowing for mmWave operation. Additionally, the
OIP3 of the TWPD is found to be nearly 21 dBm which is a significant improvement over the
standard single fed Ge PD where the OIP3 is −1.8 dBm.
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